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Scope of Research
The Following Subjects are being studied: Beam dynamics related to space charge force in accelerators: Beam handling during the injection and extraction processes of the accelerator ring: Ultra-low Emittance states of proton and Mg+ ion beams created by the electron cooling and laser cooling, respectively: Compression of the energy spread of laser-produced ion beams by an rf electric field for phase rotation: Research and development of permanent quadrupole magnets for final focusing of International Linear Collider (ILC) and for focusing of neutron beam: Development of electron-cyclotron resonance (ECR) ion source for small neutron source.
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Transverse Laser Cooling of a Mg\(^+\) Ion Beam Using Synchro-Betatron Resonance at S-LSR

Laser cooling of \(^{25}\text{Mg}^+\) ion beams with the kinetic energy of 40 keV has been continued utilizing a transition between \(^{3}\text{S}_\text{g}→^{3}\text{P}_\text{g,3}\) at an ion storage and cooler ring, S-LSR. Up to now, longitudinal laser cooling of a coating beam has been realized [1] and heat transfer from the horizontal degree of freedom to the longitudinal direction (direction of beam propagation) has been observed experimentally. Recent research activity on S-LSR has been concentrated to experimental verification of efficient reduction of transverse temperature by laser cooling with the use of “Synchro-Betatron Resonance”.

Figure 1 shows the detection system of the transverse size of the \(^{25}\text{Mg}^+\) ion beam with the use of a Cooled EB-CCD Camera (Hamamatsu Photonics C7190-11W), which detects the spontaneous emission from \(^{25}\text{Mg}^+\) ion excited by a frequency-doubled dye-laser with a wavelength around 280 nm. The horizontal beam size has been observed changing the position of CCD in order to observe the coupling between the horizontal and longitudinal degrees of freedom in more straightforward way. The observed horizontal beam sizes depending on the CCD signal intensity are plotted in Figure 2. As the change of CCD signal intensity is mainly due to the ion beam intensity decrease due to beam life, it is found that reduction of the horizontal beam size is observed for synchrotron tunes between 0.068 and 0.077, estimated to be inside of the stopband of Synchro-Betatron coupling resonance although its center is a little bit shifted to a higher tune side, which is a scope for further investigation.

Qualification of Laser-produced Ion Beam both in Radial and Longitudinal Directions

For the purpose of real application of a laser-produced ion beam, qualification of its characteristics, diverging both in radial and longitudinal directions as it is created from a laser-induced plasma, is a key issue. For such a purpose, we have applied radial focusing by quadrupole magnetic fields created with permanent magnets set just downstream of the production target parallel to energy focusing by an RF electric field with use of a phase rotation cavity. In Figure 3 (a), the experimental setup of the radial focusing system with the use of doublets of permanent quadrupole magnets, is shown [2]. This system can be operated with the 1Hz repletion rate using Ti:sapphire drive laser, J-KAREN, at the Kansai Photon Science Institute of the Japan Atomic Energy Agency and can focus a proton beam to a spot less than ~3 × 8 mm\(^2\) at the focus spot 650 mm downstream from the production target. Using chromatic aberration of the quadrupole magnets, creation of quasi-monoenergetic peak with attaining radial focusing, although the present method is limited in ion beam intensity and adjustability of the peak energy different from the phase rotation scheme [3]. Careful comparison between the present method and phase rotation is to be applied in quantitative manner including the capability of extension to higher ion beam energy.

Figure 1. Observing system of the horizontal size of \(^{25}\text{Mg}^+\) ion beam detecting spontaneous emissions from the ion excited by a laser with the use of a Cooled EB-CCD Camera.

Figure 2. Dependence of the horizontal beam size on the CCD signal intensity, which is considered to reduce according to passage of time due to the life time of the ion beam. Horizontal beam size reduction is observed selectively for synchrotron tunes between 0.068 and 0.077.

Figure 3. Experimental setup of radially focusing scheme for laser-produced protons with the use of a doublet of quadrupole magnets set just downstream of the production target.
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